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At Allmoves Merimbula, we want to make your relocation run as smoothly and efficiency as possible;
please read the following suggestions that may assist this process.
1. Clothes may be left in small cupboards as long as the weight is manageable for lifting. We suggest only
leaving two draws full; however, remove all fragile goods and liquids.
2. It is not necessary to empty filing cabinets.
3. Empty fuel and flammable liquid from any machinery (e.g. lawnmowers, whipper snippers, chainsaws).
Only new, empty gas bottles can be relocated.
4. Items that we are unable to relocate include any illegal or stolen goods or goods that are dangerous,
corrosive, combustible, explosive, damaging or noxious in nature unless you have disclosed to us in writing
prior to us loading or storing goods and approval is given.
5. Liquids are best packed in watertight containers in a separate box clearly marked, ‘liquids’. Secure lids
and stand upright.
6. Small pictures or paintings can go in cartons packed upright. Valuable paintings should be either boxed or
crated.
7. Inform our team onsite of any damaged or vulnerable items.
8. Clearly label all boxes with a designated room and fragility of the contents. Clearly mark any items not
going.
9. Suitable cartons should be used when possible, bearing in mind that the boxes must be strong as they will
be stacked. Use small boxes for books and heavier items. Striped bags or quality garbage bags are suitable
for linen and clothes if cartons are unavailable. We sell professional removal cartons.
10. Fridges and freezers that are not frost-free should be well defrosted and dry before uplift of goods.
11. Outside ornaments are often fragile and are best packed in a suitable carton.
Outside furniture and goods can sometimes be a little dirty; remember that these items will be going on the
truck with the contents from inside your house so it may be necessary to give them a clean.
12. All care is taken with your goods including pot plants, however, due to the fragility of some pots, we
cannot guarantee that they will arrive at the destination undamaged.
13. Barbeque briquettes or sand should be removed from barbeques and bagged prior to relocation.
14. All furniture that needs disassembling, including trampolines, swing sets and beds, should be dismantled
prior to uplift unless prior arrangements are made to have our team do it for you.
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